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Most franchisors require potential franchisees to have business experience in order to join their franchised systems. In addition, some franchisors require that potential franchisees have at least minimal proficiency in English. English language proficiency requirements have been a source of controversy in recent years as immigrants enter the United States in record numbers and seek to achieve the American dream by owning small businesses. This article discusses recent case law concerning English language proficiency requirements for franchisees and addresses issues that franchisors should consider when implementing those requirements.

From a practical standpoint, an English language proficiency requirement for franchisees makes sense. Franchisees, which are the owners and frequently the operators of the business, must be able to communicate in English with customers, employees, suppliers, and the franchisor. Further, operating manuals and other written materials essential to the operation of a franchise are often in English. English proficiency is particularly critical to food service franchisors, which depend on each franchisee’s strict compliance with food, health, and safety standards. Food service franchisees that are unable to speak and understand English may be unable to operate their franchised businesses according to the franchisor’s standards, potentially jeopardizing the public health and the franchisor’s trademarks and trade name.

English language proficiency requirements, however, are not always popular, as the Ladies Professional Golf Association learned when it announced plans to impose an English language proficiency requirement on its golfers. Federal and/or state discrimination laws may be implicated if the requirement is not properly implemented because English language proficiency requirements are sometimes deemed to discriminate on the basis of an individual’s national origin. Therefore, a franchisor interested in adopting an English proficiency requirement as part of its franchise application or transfer process must proceed cautiously.

On the other hand, franchisors should not fear utilizing English language proficiency requirements. If implemented properly and for the right reasons, the requirements will usually pass muster in state and federal courts. The case of De Walsche v. Togo’s Eateries Inc., where a California federal court upheld the English proficiency requirement of Togo’s, is such a case and a good starting point for a discussion of issues that a franchisor should consider before adopting an English language proficiency requirement.

De Walsche v. Togo’s Eateries, Inc.

In De Walsche, a franchisee challenged the Togo’s English proficiency requirement and its use of an English test to measure the English proficiency of potential franchisees. Specifically, husband and wife buyers were interested in purchasing De Walsche’s shop, and De Walsche submitted a fully executed purchase and sale agreement to Togo’s for its approval. In accordance with its policies and procedures and contracts with De Walsche, Togo’s required the buyers to pass its English language proficiency assessment test. The buyers failed the test, and Togo’s denied the transfer on that ground. Togo’s invited the buyers to retake the test again in six months, but the buyers never did. Instead of presenting new buyers to Togo’s or seeking to remain in the system, De Walsche voluntarily closed the shop at the end of the term, which was six months after Togo’s had denied the transfer, and sued Togo’s for damages.

De Walsche filed a three-count complaint. First, he contended that his franchise agreement did not require potential purchasers to pass an English test as a requirement of transfer, and therefore Togo’s had breached the agreement and the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing. He further claimed that the Togo’s English test and proficiency requirement unfairly discriminated against the buyers of his shop, as well as other unnamed buyers, in violation of California’s Unruh Civil Rights Act. He never alleged that Togo’s had discriminated against him personally.

Togo’s had set forth its reasons for requiring English proficiency of transferees in several documents, including its written policies, the Uniform Franchise Offering Circular (UFOC) provided to prospective franchisees, the franchise agreement, and a rider to the franchisees’ purchase and sale agreement that De Walsche and the potential purchasers had executed. These documents noted the purpose in requiring that franchisees be proficient in English: to ensure that franchisees could pass Togo’s extensive training, which was entirely in English, and that its franchisees could communicate with employees,
customers, and suppliers.\textsuperscript{15} Having franchisees understand and read English was especially important to Togo’s because of the nature of its business, i.e., retail sandwich sales, which requires franchisees to strictly comply with health, safety, and sanitation standards. The court ultimately found notable that Togo’s had presented substantial justifications for its English language proficiency requirement and that De Walsche did not dispute those justifications.\textsuperscript{16} Indeed, De Walsche acknowledged that a franchisee’s ability to speak and read English was essential to the successful operation of a Togo’s shop.\textsuperscript{17}

De Walsche nevertheless argued that Togo’s breached the various contracts by unreasonably withholding its consent to the transfer. He alleged that Togo’s had misjudged the buyers’ level of English proficiency because their English speaking ability “had been sufficient in prior commercial contexts.”\textsuperscript{18} He also alleged that their English was understandable and that Togo’s thus had failed to approve qualified buyers.\textsuperscript{19} Yet these arguments were undermined by the fact that at their depositions both buyers at times were unable to understand the questions put to them and had to use an interpreter.\textsuperscript{20} De Walsche also contended that because the buyers took the test in a noisy coffee shop, they were set up to fail. The buyers, however, testified that they had no difficulty taking the test at the coffee shop. Because De Walsche could not point to any contractual provision that Togo’s had breached or show that Togo’s had unreasonably withheld its consent to the transfer, De Walsche’s breach of contract claim failed.

De Walsche’s claim that Togo’s had breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing also failed.\textsuperscript{21} “Under California law, ‘the scope of conduct prohibited by the covenant of good faith is circumscribed by the purposes and express terms of the contract.’”\textsuperscript{22} Stated another way, “if conduct is permitted under the express terms of a contract it does not violate the covenant of good faith.”\textsuperscript{23} When a contract provides a franchisor the “absolute discretion” or “uncontrolled discretion” to take a certain action, the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing is inapplicable.\textsuperscript{24} Because the franchise agreement gave Togo’s the absolute discretion to require the buyers to enter into and abide by the terms of its then-current franchise agreement, which included an English language proficiency requirement, the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing did not apply.\textsuperscript{25}

Additionally, De Walsche alleged that Togo’s had discriminated against the buyers and other unnamed buyers in violation of California’s Unruh Civil Rights Act, which prohibits a franchisor from discriminating against franchisees in the granting of a franchise.\textsuperscript{26} The court disagreed. De Walsche never alleged that Togo’s personally discriminated against him; in fact, he admitted that Togo’s did not engage in such discrimination.\textsuperscript{27} Rather, he alleged that Togo’s had discriminated against the potential buyers, as well as unnamed buyers, in mandating English proficiency.\textsuperscript{28} However, because the buyers denied that they were discriminated against, the court concluded that De Walsche lacked standing to assert a claim under the Act.\textsuperscript{29}

De Walsche also had no evidence of intentional discrimination. Togo’s did not implement the English language proficiency requirement for discriminatory reasons or to target minority franchisees, and no evidence of the sort was produced in the case. On the contrary, Togo’s mandated the test to ensure that a franchisee could successfully operate the business and could understand its standards; could communicate with employees, suppliers, and Togo’s; and could pass Togo’s extensive training.\textsuperscript{30}

**Business Justifications for English Proficiency**

The *De Walsche* case highlights several issues that franchisors should consider in assessing whether to implement an English language proficiency requirement in their systems: the need for legitimate business justifications and the need to include such justifications in written materials.

First, the need for legitimate business justifications cannot be overstated. A franchisor wishing to impose an English language proficiency requirement needs to carefully assess the reasons for the requirement and its relationship to the operation of the franchise system. These business justifications will be critical should the franchisor find itself in litigation. In *De Walsche*, Togo’s presented substantial evidence showing that the English language requirement was reasonably related to its business and necessary to ensure that franchisees would be able to pass its training program and communicate with employees, suppliers, customers, and Togo’s.\textsuperscript{31}

The business justification requirement has been held to apply in nonfranchise settings as well. In the employment context, an English language proficiency requirement is “permissible only if required for the effective performance of the position for which it is imposed.”\textsuperscript{32} In employment cases, courts have sanctioned English language proficiency requirements that are necessary to the function of an employee’s job. In *Fragante v. City & County of Honolulu,*\textsuperscript{33} the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit upheld the employer’s decision not to hire plaintiff. Because the position required constant contact with the public and speaking English was important to the position, the employer decided not to hire him on that basis.\textsuperscript{34} Similarly, in *Garcia v. Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center,* the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit held that imposing English proficiency at a hospital did not constitute national origin discrimination against Latino employees.\textsuperscript{35} Latino employees challenged the hospital’s English proficiency requirement, claiming that it disproportionately affected Latino employees under Title VII, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e.\textsuperscript{36} The Seventh Circuit disagreed.\textsuperscript{37} The court found that the hospital’s English requirement was essential to its operation and therefore was not discriminatory.\textsuperscript{38} Likewise, in *Stephen v. PGA Sheraton Resort, Ltd.*,\textsuperscript{39} the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit reversed a trial court’s decision in favor of plaintiff employee on the employee’s discrimination claim under Title VII.\textsuperscript{40} The employee alleged that he was discharged on account of his race.\textsuperscript{41} The employer contended that it discharged the employee because of his inability to speak and understand English.\textsuperscript{42} The appeals court found that speaking and understanding English was important to the job in question and that the employer thus was justified in discharging the employee.\textsuperscript{43}

The *De Walsche* case highlights another important issue: the inclusion of business justifications for an English language proficiency requirement in the franchise agreement and other contracts entered into between the franchisor and the franchisee. In *De Walsche*, the franchise agreement at issue explicitly stated that Togo’s could review the qualifications of potential buyers.\textsuperscript{44}
Based on the franchise agreement alone, the court granted summary judgment to Togo’s on the ground that its unrebuted business justifications showed that its reasons for withholding consent to the transfer were reasonable.51 Further, these business justifications were stated in a rider to the buyers’ and De Walsche’s purchase and sale agreement, in the new franchise agreement then required by Togo’s, and in the UFOC provided to the buyers.52 Accordingly, should a franchisor wish to implement an English proficiency requirement, it should state the business justifications in its contracts as well as in other written materials provided to the franchisee.

Measuring English Proficiency
Once a decision is made to mandate English proficiency for franchisees, the next step is determining how to measure English proficiency. English proficiency can be measured subjectively or objectively. Problems can occur, however, when the test is subjective. In Fragante, the employer did not provide the prospective employee with an English test. The employer’s representatives decided not to offer the job to Fragante after the representatives were unable to understand Fragante’s English. Fortunately for the employer, the court subjectively evaluated Fragante’s English and concurred with the company that Fragante’s English was not understandable, and thus he was unqualified for the position.47 Similarly, in Rodriguez v. Provident Life & Accident Insurance Co.,48 an insurance company denied plaintiff a disability policy because of plaintiff’s inability to read and speak English, but in this case the court did not find for the employer.49 The insurance company offered various reasons for its English proficiency requirement.50 Plaintiff, however, rebutted the company’s evidence, showing that the company did not regularly enforce the requirement.51 He also showed that the insurance company’s requirement was subjective and that the company provided no training or standards to adequately measure its employees’ English proficiency.52 The court denied the company’s motion for summary judgment.53

Whereas in Fragante the Ninth Circuit did not question the employer’s subjectiveness in evaluating Fragante’s English, the Rodriguez case points out the perils of companies failing to utilize an objective means of testing English proficiency.

Requiring a franchisee to pass a written English test is one objective means of assessing English proficiency. In De Walsche, all prospective franchisees, regardless of a franchisee’s background, had to take the Togo’s English test to demonstrate proficiency.54 Only when a prospective franchisee presented objective evidence of having graduated from a two- or four-year American college was the prospective franchisee not required to take the test.55

Should a franchisor decide to require a written English test as a way of measuring English proficiency, it should select the test carefully and determine (1) the levels and types of communication required for the business, (2) the kind of test that will adequately measure English proficiency for its business purposes, and (3) whether to prepare the test in-house or hire an outside expert to prepare it. Having the test prepared by a neutral expert may help to rebut any later allegations of bias.

A test is useful for various reasons. First, a low score by a prospective franchisee may strengthen a franchisor’s contention that the franchisee is not sufficiently qualified to operate within the franchisor’s system. An English test will also benefit the franchisee by providing it with an objective criterion to measure its qualifications.

There are various federal agencies and third parties that have established benchmarks for assessing English proficiency. Many organizations use the Interagency Language Roundtable (ILR) scale developed by the federal government or the proficiency guidelines developed by the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) to assess English proficiency. In addition, colleges and universities (and sometimes corporations) use the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) to measure the English proficiency of foreign-born people.

ILR Scale
The federal government has established benchmarks for measuring English language proficiency. These are used by the government and other organizations that specialize in developing English proficiency tests.59 ILR is an organization comprised of representatives of various federal agencies and offices.58 Professional language associations and individuals with an interest in English language learning or testing are also members of ILR.58 The goal of ILR is to help various federal agencies keep abreast of techniques and technology for language learning, language use, language testing, and other language-related activities.59

ILR does not develop or administer an English proficiency test.60 Instead, it has developed various proficiency levels to measure a person’s speaking, reading, listening, and writing skills.60 ILR has also developed a proficiency scale to measure interpreters’ skills. Tests are then developed and assessed against the ILR’s proficiency benchmarks. Federal agencies and third-party organizations reference the ILR scale in scoring language proficiency tests, including English tests, and assigning scores.62 ILR’s scale level descriptions measure, from one through five, the proficiency level of an individual, i.e., whether that individual has a functional understanding or is a native speaker of a given language, including English.63 For example, ILR Level 3 for reading describes a person who is able “to read within a normal range of speed and with almost complete comprehension of authentic prose material on unfamiliar subjects.”64 A person at ILR Level 3, however, “may experience some difficulty with unusually complex structure and low frequency idioms.”65

ACTFL Proficiency Guidelines
An organization may use the ACTFL proficiency guidelines to assess the speaking, writing, reading, and listening skills of an individual.66 The ACTFL scale is based in large part on that of ILR, but it is adapted for use in academic settings.67 The ACTFL scale is different in that it does not use a numbering system to assess a person’s proficiency; rather, the ACTFL scale ranges from “novice” to “superior” in terms of an individual’s level of proficiency in a given language.68 For example, Novice-Mid writers are:

- able to copy or transcribe familiar words or phrases, and
- reproduce from memory a modest number of isolated words
and phrases in context. They can supply limited information on simple forms and documents, and other basic biographical information, such as names, numbers, and nationality. Novice-Mid writers exhibit a high degree of accuracy when writing on well-practiced, familiar topics using limited formulaic language. With less familiar topics, there is a marked decrease in accuracy. Errors in spelling or in the representation of symbols may be frequent. There is little evidence of functional writing skills. At this level, the writing may be difficult to understand even by those accustomed to reading the texts of non-natives.69

Like the ILR scale, the ACTFL scale includes guidelines for scoring tests and assigning scores.

**TOEFL**

Colleges and universities and sometimes other organizations use TOEFL.70 TOEFL measures the English proficiency of non-native English speakers. It is an English proficiency test that requires a high burden of proof.81 Claims of disparate impact, i.e., that a facially neutral policy has a disproportionate effect on members of a protected group, are not actionable under § 1981.82 Today, a smoking gun or other direct evidence of discrimination is rarely found. Intentional discrimination is typically proven in one of two ways: “(1) . . . direct evidence that race was a determining factor in the adverse . . . decision; or (2) by tendering circumstantial evidence sufficient to ‘provide a basis for drawing an inference of intentional discrimination.’”83 In *Home Repair, Inc. v. Paul W. Davis Systems, Inc.*, defendant franchisor refused to consent to the transfer of a franchise to plaintiff, whose owner was African American. Although plaintiff failed to present direct evidence of discrimination, he presented circumstantial evidence to the court, consisting of racial statements made by defendants’ employees and other evidence of discrimination, sufficient to meet his burden to show purposeful discrimination.84

It is not clear whether § 1981 will prove to be a viable tool in challenging an English proficiency requirement. The Supreme Court has determined that a § 1981 claim applies only to racial discrimination85 and not to other forms of discrimination, such as religious discrimination86 or discrimination based solely on the place or origin of an individual.87 Over the years, the courts have grappled with whether individuals of certain ethnicities have standing to assert a claim under § 1981. Until the Supreme Court’s decision in *Saint Francis College v. Al-Khagrazi*, 481 U.S. 604 (1987), it was unclear whether certain ethnic groups, such as Hispanics, could bring a claim under § 1981. The Supreme Court clarified in *Saint Francis College* that § 1981 was “intended to protect from discrimination identifiable classes of persons who are subjected to intentional discrimination solely because of their ancestry or ethnic characteristics”88 and determined that Hispanics and other ethnic groups were protected from discrimination under § 1981. Still, courts continue to reject discrimination claims based solely on national origin.89

Whether a person challenging an English proficiency requirement will succeed on a claim under § 1981 will largely depend on the facts of the case. For example, *Rodriguez v. Provident Life and Accident Insurance Co.*90 suggests that a plaintiff may
be able to challenge an English language proficiency requirement under § 1981 under certain circumstances. In that case, plaintiff alleged that defendant life insurance company had denied him disability insurance coverage because of his inability to speak and read English with reasonable fluency. Rodriguez claimed that the insurance company had used “language as a proxy for race and ethnicity discrimination” and pointed to five other instances where the insurance company had denied minorities coverage based on their inability to speak or read English. He also presented evidence that the insurance company failed to verify the English proficiency of nonminority applicants and that the proficiency/literacy requirement never had been enforced previously. Based on this evidence, the California federal court found that Rodriguez had established that he was a member of a protected class (i.e., a member of a racial group) and sufficiently satisfied the elements of a claim under § 1981 to overcome the insurance company’s motion for summary judgment.

State Antidiscrimination Laws

A franchisor should also keep in mind that many states have counterparts to § 1981, at least some of which cover not only racial discrimination but also other forms of discrimination. For example, although the Massachusetts law specifically encompasses discrimination in the making and enforcement of contracts, it also applies to other discrimination claims, such as discrimination relating to national origin:

All persons within the commonwealth, regardless of sex, race, color, creed or national origin, shall have, except as is otherwise provided or permitted by law, the same rights enjoyed by white male citizens, to make and enforce contracts, to inherit, purchase, to lease, sell, hold and convey real and personal property, to sue, be parties, give evidence, and to the full and equal benefit of all laws and proceedings for the security of persons and property, and shall be subject to like punishment, pains, penalties, taxes, licenses, and exactions of every kind, and to no other.

Similarly, Minnesota’s law provides that it is unlawful to intentionally refuse to do business with, to refuse to contract with, or to discriminate in the basic terms, conditions, or performance of the contract because of a person’s race, national origin, color, sex, sexual orientation, or disability, unless the alleged refusal or discrimination is because of a legitimate business purpose.

Other states’ antidiscrimination laws are broadly and/or vaguely worded and arguably encompass the “make and enforce contracts” language of § 1981 even though the statutes do not specifically reference such language. The New Jersey antidiscrimination law, for example, does not mention the words make and enforce contracts but instead provides a general proclamation against discrimination. What is clear, however, is that the law encompasses the franchise relationship. Specifically, in Letap Hospitality, L.L.C. v. Days Inn Worldwide, Inc., the franchisee sued under the New Jersey antidiscrimination law and claimed that the franchisor treated nonminority franchisees more favorably by giving concessions and reducing certain fees, benefits that plaintiff alleged it did not receive because of its owner’s Indian descent. The Louisiana federal district court found that the franchisee had asserted a valid claim of racial discrimination and therefore did not dismiss the franchisee’s discrimination claim from the lawsuit.

In mandating an English language proficiency requirement, a franchisor needs to consider both federal and state antidiscrimination statutes and whether they may be implicated by the franchisor’s requirements. Even if § 1981 does not apply to the franchisor’s actions, state laws may. Unlike federal law, which generally applies to claims of racial discrimination only, at least some state law counterparts to § 1981 are more expansive; and potential claims may be based on other forms of discrimination, such as those based on an individual’s national origin.

Franchise-Specific Laws

In addition, franchisors should be aware that California and Iowa have franchise-specific laws that prohibit a franchisor from discriminating against a franchisee on account of race, sex, or other class characteristics. The laws differ in scope. Although California specifically prohibits unlawful discrimination in the granting of a franchise, including transfers of franchises, the Iowa law appears to apply only to franchise transfers.

California

Unlike other states, which have implemented general antidiscrimination statutes, California’s Unruh Civil Rights Act specifically prohibits a franchisor from discriminating against a member of a protected group. The purpose of the act is to prohibit unlawful discrimination in public places, including businesses.

Section 51.8 of the California Civil Code provides thus: “No franchisor shall discriminate in the granting of franchises solely on account of any . . . person’s sex, race, color, religion, ancestry, national origin, disability, medical condition, marital status, or sexual orientation.” The Unruh Act is interpreted broadly, and courts have repeatedly reiterated that the list of protected categories (sex, race, color, religion, etc.) is not exhaustive. The restrictions of the Unruh Act, however, are not absolute, and a business “may establish reasonable regulations that are rationally related to the services performed and facilities provided.” The California Supreme Court has determined that certain types of discrimination are reasonable and thus not arbitrary under the Unruh Act.

Additionally, like § 1981, California’s Unruh Act protects against “associational discrimination,” that is, discrimination against a person on account of her association with a person from a protected class. Although California courts have upheld discrimination claims based on actions taken against a plaintiff’s associates, the case law does not create concrete standards for associational discrimination. For instance, in Winchell v. English, plaintiffs, white tenants of defendants’ mobile home court, alleged that defendants had adversely discriminated against them when they subleased to and associated with African Americans. A California court determined that plaintiffs had sufficiently asserted a claim of standing by association under the Unruh Act. Likewise, in Kotev v. First
Colony Life Insurance Co., plaintiff alleged that defendant denied him coverage when it learned that plaintiff was living with women who had tested HIV positive.112 The federal California court found that such a claim was actionable under the Unruh Act and refused to dismiss plaintiff’s complaint. In neither of those cases, however, did the court explain what type of an association is sufficient for a claim of associational discrimination under the Unruh Act.113

As with § 1981, to make a claim under the Unruh Act, a plaintiff must show intentional discrimination.114 Claims of disparate impact alone are insufficient.115 Koebke v. Bernardo Heights Country Club confirms that the Unruh Act prohibits intentional discrimination only and that a disparate impact theory of discrimination does not apply to Unruh Act claims.116 In so holding, the Supreme Court of California observed that “[a]doption of the disparate impact theory to cases under the Unruh Act would expose businesses to new liability and potential court regulation for their day-to-day practices in a manner never intended by the Legislature.” 117

Claims challenging an English language proficiency requirement are viable under the Unruh Act. In Rodriguez, where plaintiff challenged the insurance company’s English proficiency requirement, the California federal court acknowledged that plaintiff “may make a claim based on language as an indicator for national origin or ethnicity discrimination.”118 Similarly, the California federal court in De Walsche implicitly acknowledged that a plaintiff may bring a claim under the Unruh Act in challenging an English proficiency requirement, although a plaintiff still must show that she has standing and must establish intentional discrimination.119

Iowa

Similarly, Iowa’s Franchise Laws (promulgated in 1992 and 2000) prohibit a franchisor from discriminating against a proposed franchisee.120 The laws provide that “[a] franchisor shall not discriminate against a proposed transferee of a franchise on the basis of race, color, national origin, religion, sex, or disability.”121 Under the law, a franchisee may transfer its franchised business “provided that the transferee satisfies the reasonable current qualifications of the franchisor for new franchisees.” Iowa further provides that “a reasonable current qualification for a new franchisee is a qualification based upon a legitimate business reason.”

Whether an English proficiency requirement implicates Iowa’s Franchise Law remains to be seen. To date, no published case in Iowa has addressed this issue.

Significance of Demonstrating Direct Harm

Critical to a discrimination case is whether the plaintiff can demonstrate direct harm to it; failure to do so may result in the case being dismissed as a result of a lack of standing. In other words, a person claiming discrimination must show some direct harm or injury-in-fact as a prerequisite to pursuing a claim.122 Federal and state discrimination laws often differ on the requirements of standing.

Section 1981

In the context of a § 1981 claim, a plaintiff must show that he is a member of a racial minority, that he was the victim of intentional discrimination, and that the discrimination concerned the making or enforcement of a contract.123 In addition, a plaintiff must show that he had rights under the contract.124 That is, “[s]ection 1981 plaintiffs must identify injuries flowing from a racially motivated breach of their own contractual relationship, not of someone else’s.”125 The Supreme Court in Domino’s Pizza, Inc. v. McDonald126 held that a person bringing a claim under § 1981 must identify an impaired “contractual relationship” under which plaintiff has rights.127 In Domino’s, the Supreme Court rejected a shareholder’s § 1981 claim of racial discrimination, finding that the claim belonged to the corporation and not to the shareholder, who was not a party to the franchise agreement.128 Absent a showing that an agent is a party to the franchise agreement, courts have repeatedly rejected an agent’s or shareholder’s claim under § 1981.129 In Letap Hospitality, L.L.C. v. Patel, a federal court rejected a § 1981 claim of a member of a limited liability company on the basis of the member’s lack of standing because the company, and not the member, was a party to the franchise agreement.130 Similarly, in Bellows v. Amoco Oil Co., the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit rejected a claim of discrimination under § 1981 by a president of a company on the ground that he had never personally contracted with Amoco.131

California’s Unruh Act

Under the Unruh Act, “any person aggrieved by the conduct” can assert a claim.132 In Midpeninsula Citizens for Fair Housing v. Westbrook Investors, the court explained that the Unruh Act “was intended to provide recourse for those individuals actually denied full and equal treatment by a business establishment.”133 Therefore, an individual asserting a claim under the Unruh Act must establish that he is the victim of discrimination and cannot point to the alleged discrimination of others to prove his claim.

Courts have rejected a plaintiff’s claim of discrimination based solely on lack of standing.134 For example, in Reyes v. Atlantic Richfield Co., plaintiff franchisee claimed that the franchisor had failed to renew its franchise in violation of the Unruh Act and pointed to various racial statements made by the franchisor’s representatives against its employees as evidence of this discrimination.135 The Ninth Circuit rejected the claim and stated that the franchisee had no standing under the Unruh Act to assert a claim of discrimination on behalf of its employees.136 Similarly, in Bowden v. Redwood Institute for Designed Education, plaintiff alleged that the school fired her in retaliation for

Critical to a discrimination case is whether the plaintiff can demonstrate direct harm.
her objections to the school’s treatment of disabled students. The court rejected plaintiff’s claim because she was not a member of a protected class nor could she bring a claim on behalf of disabled students.

Likewise, in De Walsche, the court rejected the franchisee’s claim of discrimination because he lacked standing. De Walsche claimed that Togo’s discriminated against the buyers of his shop and other unnamed buyers in requiring an English test as one of the conditions of transfer. The California federal court rejected De Walsche’s claim. First, the buyers testified at their deposition that they were not discriminated against by Togo’s. Moreover, De Walsche could not identify any buyer against which Togo’s had discriminated.

**Conclusion**

The success of a franchise system depends in large measure on the success of its franchisees. Speaking and understanding English is critical in order for franchisees to successfully operate a franchise business. English language proficiency requirements may be especially important to a food franchisor, which must ensure that its franchisees comply with its food safety standards. English language proficiency requirements may also be necessary to ensure that a franchisee is able to understand the franchisor’s requirements and to operate the business according to the franchisor’s standards. An English proficiency requirement, however, has to be fair and implemented for legitimate business reasons. A franchisor considering an English language proficiency requirement needs to evaluate whether the requirement is important to its business. Further, a franchisor needs to evaluate carefully how it will go about measuring English proficiency. If it should decide to implement an English language proficiency requirement, a franchisor should be up-front about the reasons for the requirement and include those reasons, if possible, in the parties’ contracts. Finally, the franchisor should carefully review federal and state discrimination laws and implement its English language proficiency requirement in a manner that will not run afoul of those laws.
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